Spiked Jellies

Spiked Jellies are wine, beer, and liquor jellies that take everyday foods to mouthwatering bites! Flavors include Red Wine, Guinness, Champagne, and more! Spiked Jellies lets you enjoy the taste of your favorite alcoholic drink in a whole new way. Wine Jellies are the perfect gift for yourself or a friend! Don’t drink alcohol? That’s okay! The alcohol is burned off in the cooking process. Spiked Jellies are a delicious treat for everyone in the family!

Purchase Spike Jellies Today!
Online: www.facebook.com/eatspikedjellies
Phone: 770-231-3892
Email: info@spikedjellies.com

Meet the Owner: Allison Barnett

Allison Barnett comes from a family where food is love and feeding others feeds the soul. As a creative outlet for college and corporate life, she has always enjoyed creating fun flavors for different foods. Late last year, Allison decided she would challenge herself to making jellies for holiday gifts instead of her normal platters of goodies. But she wanted to have fun with the jellies so she added a little twist and a bit of flair to them.; she incorporated wine into her jellies. The results were amazing. The jellies were met with such rave reviews that she launched a business -- Spiked Jellies. After a few rounds of requests, she realized that she had stumbled into what was "meant to happen."

Ms. Barnett uses Facebook as her website and looks for opportunities and events with low fees to sell her product. She has stayed true to the "meant to happen" philosophy ever since.

Mrs. Barnett found her way to The Edge Connection because she was in need of an incubator kitchen. She found out about The Edge Kitchen in a random internet search and met someone from the kitchen at a local market. She immediately made an appointment with The Edge Kitchen’s manager, Melissa Mueller, and knew that The Edge Kitchen was where she needed to be.